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ANNUAL MAINE FISHERMEN’S FORUM BRINGS
FISHING COMMUNITIES TOGETHER
WHAT TO DO
ABOUT BAIT
SUPPLY?

CORAL ZONE
MEASURES
MOVING FAST

By Melissa Waterman

By Melissa Waterman

Lobstermen
throughout
New
England are concerned about the
supply and cost of fish species used
for lobster bait in the coming years.
Haddock bycatch restrictions put in
place by the New England Fishery
Management Council (NEFMC)
caused the overall supply of that bait
to constrict. In 2016, the Department
of Marine Resources (DMR), and later
the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission (ASMFC), put measures
in place to ensure a consistent
supply of herring through the summer and fall months. Lobstermen
complained loudly about the result-

Terry Stockwell, Department of
Marine Resources (DMR) external affairs director and vice-chairman of the New England Fishery
Management Council (NEFMC), addressed a very interested audience
at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum
about the Council’s proposed DeepSea Coral Amendment, which would
place four areas of the Gulf of Maine
off-limits to fishermen. Two of those
areas — Outer Schoodic Ridge and
Mt. Desert Rock — are fished by
Maine lobstermen.

The Maine Lobstermen’s Association presented Stonington
lobsterman Bob Williams (center) with a Lifetime Achievement Award
at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum in March. Photo by M. Haskell.

Continued on page 16

The goal of the proposed Amendment
is to protect deep-sea corals from
existing and future harm from comContinued on page 17
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ANOTHER GOOD YEAR FOR
MAINE LOBSTERMEN
By Melissa Waterman
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COASTAL OUTLOOK

It’s almost become commonplace: Maine lobstermen once again
broke a record for the pounds of lobster landed, hauling more
than 130 million pounds in 2016, according to preliminary data from
the Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR). That makes five
years in a row with more than 120 million pounds landed each year.

Thoughts from the MLCA president

Not only did the total number of pounds increase compared to 2015,
but the value of those lobsters went up as well. The overall landed
value jumped by more than $30 million while the average per pound
value remained over $4 for the second year in a row, at $4.07.
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President’s

NOTES

COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

By the time you read this issue of Landings, it’s likely that
the heavy snow of March will have disappeared from large
parts of Maine. But not necessarily. April is a fluky month,
full of ups and downs of temperature and weather. It is the
in-between month of spring that makes the warmth of May
even more appreciated.
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ed to better understand what is going on under the waves.

In this issue, Landings looks at other types of research
going on in the Gulf of Maine. Nichole Price of Bigelow
Laboratory explains the role of aquacultured kelp in sequestering carbon from seawater and reducing local water
temperatures. Such effects may be one way of offsetting the
This month Landings offers a brief recap of some of the impacts of global climate change in the oceans. University
highlights of the Maine Fishermen’s Forum. Based on dif- of Maine graduate student Mackenzie Mazur is using a
ficulties experienced in 2016, lobstermen are concerned computer model to simulate changes in lobster behavior
about the availability of herring for bait as the lobster sea- due to increased water temperatures in the future. Lobster
son gets underway this year. The topic was the subject of have a specific range of temperatures in which they thrive;
a presentation by officials from the New England Fishery turn the temperature up and they will grow faster, molt
Management Council and the Atlantic States Marine more often, and reach harvestable size more quickly.
Fisheries Commission at the Forum. Another issue dis- Mazur uses the computer model to predict where lobsters
cussed (and argued about) at the Forum wass the proposal may call home in future years.
by the Council to place certain
We also hear from Greenhead
inshore areas of the Gulf of
Lobster Company presiMaine off-limits to lobsterdent Hugh Reynolds about
men and other fishermen
the ever-increasing reguladue to the presence of deeptory costs that he and other
water corals. Mt. Desert Rock
lobster exporters are facand Outer Schoodic Ridge
ing. Getting a live lobster
are both fished by Downeast
from Maine to Asia is not
lobstermen; closures would
simply a matter of complipresent an economic hardcated logistics, it is also a
ship, as many lobstermen
matter of meeting the repointed out at a session on
quirements of the National
the topic held at the Forum.
Oceanic and Atmospheric
The lobster fishery continAdministration. And, as
ues to be the mainstay of
Reynolds points out, the cost
Maine’s commercial fisherof those requirements is beFishermen of all ages enjoy the Maine Fishermen’s
ies, as preliminary data recoming increasingly heavy.
Forum. M. Haskell photo.
leased by the Department of
Finally, it’s said that necessiMarine Resources (DMR) at
ty is the mother of invention.
the Forum indicate. Lobster
In the case of a fishing family in Friendship, their invention
landings in 2016 topped 130 million pounds. The overall came about as a new way to use something they had quite
value of those lobsters went up as well, increasing by more a bit of — lobster. Gourmet Lobster Treats started out in
than $30 million compared to 2015. The value of all Maine’s 2012 making lobster-flavored biscuits for dogs. At the
commercially harvested marine resources increased by prompting of those dogs’ owners, Pat and Greg Havener
$100 million in 2016, to slightly more than $700 million. then came up with a very popular lobster cracker for peoThe landed value of lobster was $533,094,366, which repre- ple. After winning a major food award in 2015, the couple
sents 73.9% of the state’s total figure.
started selling their gourmet crackers throughout Maine
DMR lobster biologist Kathleen Reardon provided an
overview of the department’s research and monitoring activities related to lobster. According to her figures, lobster
populations are particularly robust in Downeast Maine,
continuing a trend of nearly a decade. However, the settlement rate of young lobsters is once again low, as it has
been for the past three years. Low settlement may be due
to an expansion of suitable habitat for juveniles as the Gulf
of Maine continues to warm, an uptick in predators, or the
limited range of settlement surveys. More research is need-

and now throughout the country, courtesy of Amazon and
Etsy. Innovative, frugal, and tied to the sea — it could only
happen on the coast of Maine!
I hope you enjoy this issue. And we welcome your ideas,
comments and feedback.
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Guest
COLUMN

GUEST COLUMN: Trump and lobsters
By Hugh Reynolds
President, Greenhead Lobster Co.

As an exporter of Maine lobsters, I would like to welcome President Trump
as our new leader. Whether you support him or not, it is time that Americans
realize that the attack and oppression against American business must end. I
fully support his campaign promise to rid the country of senseless and useless
regulation. President Trump, I welcome you to the Maine lobster industry and
would like to point you in the direction of NOAA to begin your work.
Before I layout my grievance with NOAA, which is a division of the Department
of Commerce, I want to make it clear that I am not anti-regulation. I am only
against regulation that only serves to benefit the government payroll rather
than the American people. For decades, the lobster industry has been thriving
as the result of sensible and forward-thinking conservation and regulation.
When we began exporting lobsters in 2004, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) was in charge of issuing our export papers used to clear customs in the destination country. At that point we were able to go to the office and pick up blank
health certificates free of charge and fill in the appropriate details ourselves.
In 2008, NOAA took over this responsibility, but quickly recognized issuing export papers was a revenue stream. First, they charged $30 for putting the stamp
on the health certificate. Then they established a new requirement mandating
a catch certificate to show the European Union and other nations that our lobsters comply with IUU (Illegal, Unregulated, Unreported) fishing regulations.
For this they charged $25.
Given that the Department of Marine Resources (DMR) vigilantly enforces
fishing regulations, one must question the purpose of such a requirement. It
should be noted that American sea scallops have not been subject to catch
certificates despite the practice of some companies of importing unregulated
scallops from China only to export them to Europe as American sea scallops.

NOAA’s regulations are not only taking money from the fishing community but
they are making it difficult to conduct trade. Periodically we are forced to turn
down trade because we cannot arrange an inspection. Heaven forbid if I call them
on a holiday or a weekend when the overseas demand for lobsters is highest.
These are clear examples of regulations and trade restrictions that must disappear. Our friends in Canada do not have inspections and are able to fill out their
export papers online for a total fee of $25 which goes directly back to Canadian
Fisheries (DFO). This leads me to the next point. I would not mind paying fees
if they were used to strengthen the lobster industry. The DMR is doing all the
hard work while the feds are taking all the cash. Last year, our company paid
NOAA over $50,000 for their services and a mere $4,000 to the state of Maine
( for licenses). The Department of Commerce is picking the pockets of Maine
lobstermen every day.
My concerns over the impact of senseless regulation have been growing over
the past eight years. NOAA has the power to suspend exports over minor violations Given the limited food safety issues with live lobsters, does this really
make sense? When confronted with such a violation, an official suggested that
the fastest way to resume exports would be an extra payment. As the government expands so does the opportunity for corruption.
My experiences as a lobster exporter lead me to ponder how many other industries face similar issues. President Trump, keep to the mission: maintain
and initiate sensible regulation that benefits the American people not the government. Remove senseless regulation. A final suggestion. Consider removing
three pieces of regulation for every new one proposed. Your current ratio of two
to one might not be enough.
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In 2013, NOAA increased the fees for the health and catch certificates from $55
to $95. In 2014, NOAA initiated regular inspections of our facilities to determine whether our food safety was to Chinese standards. Chinese standards —
really? For these visits, NOAA charges $1,200 and is able to visit multiple lobster
dealers on a single morning, expanding their revenues even further
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When we began exporting to China in 2011, NOAA saw a new opportunity to
profit from the labor of fishermen. They decided to personally inspect every
shipment to China. Making arrangements to meet a NOAA official not only
delayed a shipment of live lobsters but also created a new cost. Their fee for
such an inspection ranged from $125 on weekdays to $250 on weekends and
holidays. This year they increased the holiday fee to $450. They quickly realized

that the more inspections they conducted, the more money they could make
to support their growing payroll. Go to their offices in Gloucester and you will
see about 50 nice looking cars in the parking lot. On Sundays, I believe that one
official can bring anywhere from $500 to upwards of $3,000 for every hour they
bill.
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GUEST COLUMN: When is enough enough?
by David Cousens

On the day President Trump was sworn in, all references to climate change
disappeared from the White House web site. Recently we learned that the
Trump administration’s proposed budget reduces funding to NOAA and to the
National Weather Service satellite program; it entirely eliminates the Sea Grant
program. Why does this matter? Sea Grant is to the fishing industry what the
Cooperative Extension Service is to the farming industry. Sea Grant is important to all fisheries; I am only going to use the lobster industry as an example.
This last year the lobster fishery was the most valuable wild-caught fishery in
the United States. Yet we receive very little help from the state of Maine or the
U.S. government to support research, marketing or enforcement. Fortunately,
we do receive some research assistance from Maine Sea Grant. Maine Sea
Grant has supported many lobster research projects over the years, including
funding to monitor newly settled lobsters, a program that is now being used to
predict future landings and the impacts that warmer ocean temperatures will
have on the lobster fishery. This information is vitally important to lobstermen
so sound management and good economic decisions can be made.
Cutting funding for the National Weather Service is very short-sighted considering the volatility of the weather and severity of storms we’ve been experiencing. Fishermen depend on the Weather Service for accurate forecasts. Every
fisherman I know uses the buoy system in the Gulf of Maine to get real-time
conditions at sea. This is a matter of safety for the thousands of people who
work on the ocean for their livelihood.
The NOAA satellite program is also very important to inform understanding
of long-term trends in our environment. Satellite imagery of the oceans tells
us so many important things, such as surface water temperatures over time,
areas of cool or warm water, how these different pools of water mix, and how
freshwater runoff from the major rivers affect the marine ecosystem. Satellites
also have shown how fast the Gulf of Maine is warming, which is happening at
an alarming rate.
One might wonder why anyone would propose to cut funding to such valuable scientific programs. The answer might be that if the current administration doesn’t want to admit that climate change is real, what better way to do
that than to make the science that points out that it IS real just go away. If the

federal government doesn’t pay for the satellite program that monitors current trends
which happen to show how fast the environment is changing, then the data are not
available to scientists or to anyone else.
The new head of EPA, Scott Pruitt, does not
appear to believe in climate change, rejecting
research related to “warming science” (he
can’t even use the words “climate change”)
and has stated there’s “tremendous disagreement on the science of human impact
on the degree of warming.” We cannot allow
the personal views of people within the new
administration to set our country back by
blocking funding for good programs and
good science.

David Cousens is a South
Thomaston lobsterman
and MLA board president.
MLA photo.

There seems to be a disconnect between
what is science and what is a belief. Science is based on facts and evidence that is
gathered in a non-biased fashion. Beliefs are based on what you hear or want to
believe. This problem is gripping today’s society. When I was growing up, science
was king. It was based on facts and it was not debatable. In the current political
climate, if you don’t like the science you hire a so-called “expert” to argue its validity and cast doubt on the facts.
Climate change has been the poster child for this practice. At a time when every country in the world concurs that human actions have changed our climate
and that those actions are having negative effects on the future of our planet,
we in the U.S. are still having a debate on whether that’s true or not. There is
strong consensus among the scientific community that human activities, such
as burning fossil fuel, have made the planet warmer.
In conclusion, I guess you can tell that I’m not too impressed with the total
disregard for proven science and lack of respect for our environment shown
by the new administration. As someone who depends on a clean environment
to make a living, I’m worried that we are trading the long-term health of our
planet for short-term economic gains.
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GUEST COLUMN: Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative in action
By Matt Jacobson

This month I am writing about what we’ve been doing — a calendar review to
give you some behind-the-scenes insight. The authorizing statute for the Maine
Lobster Marketing Collaborative (MLMC) requires that we report annually to
the lobster industry at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum and to the Legislature
with a presentation to the Marine Resources Committee in March.
Maine Fishermen’s Forum
It is always a challenge to distill a year’s worth of activity into one hour and
present it to these two audiences. The Forum presentation was well attended
with more than 100 lobstermen in the room. Staff from Weber Shandwick and
I went through the current market environment for Maine lobster, the different
sales channels, and the international pressures on the industry. We presented
the history of MLMC marketing efforts and explained why we focus on trying
to increase interest and demand during July-November when Maine’s supply is
highest and pressure on price at every level of the supply chain is greatest.
We explained that our focus is on celebrity chefs and food media who can amplify our story and create more buzz about Maine lobster. And we talked about
the intangible drivers that work to get Maine lobster on menus — sustainability, seasonality, the boat-to-table story, and lobster’s culinary diversity.
The question-and-answer period afterward was particularly interesting.
Lobstermen asked about China and other overseas markets. They wanted to
know about how they can help with our efforts and if their help was important
(It is critical!) Inevitably, there were questions about why MLMC’s work is important and what happens if Maine does not market lobster.
The numbers show that since 1977 boat prices, adjusted for inflation, have
gone down. The only change in that pattern has been when there was a year-toyear decrease in landings and since the MLMC instituted a focused marketing
effort. Prices at the wholesale level reached a 10-year high over the summer of
2016. More demand and more interest means higher prices from the plate to
the boat, and the whole industry benefits.
Marine Resources Committee
The week after the Forum, Frank Gotwols, Stonington lobsterman and MLMC’s
chairman of the board, and I gave a similar presentation to the Marine
Resources Committee. The questions from the Committee were wide-ranging.
Some were pointed questions about the program, its cost, and its efficacy.

up against Kellogg’s and American
Greetings and others – the big boys!
While we didn’t win, to be recognized
as one of the five best public relations
events in the entire country last year
was gratifying. The Maine lobster industry can be proud of not only our results,
but that the MLMC is being recognized
by the most prestigious organization in
public relations.
Weber Shandwick did not come away
empty-handed. Our partner was named
the U.S.’s best PR agency for an unprecedented third straight year. Maine lobster is the best, and we are being represented by the best agency in the country.

Matt Jacobson is the executive
director of the Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative.

Boston Seafood Show
I write this during the first day of Seafood Expo North America ( formerly known
as the Boston Seafood Show). The show attracts more than 20,000 people and
features 4,000 different vendors competing for attention. It is an important
event, and the MLMC hosts a reception for seafood dealers. Governor LePage
attended as well as many companies and their customers. Deals are set here for
the year. Buyers are putting pressure on Maine dealers and processors to lock
in supply and prices for 2017.
But it isn’t a fair fight! These buyers are huge companies: Sysco is a $50 billion
in annual revenue company. The cruise ship lines make more than a billion dollars in revenues too. Even Applebee’s generates more than $4 billion per year.
The Maine story is not as important to these larger players as price and volume.
So we are taking our story further down the supply chain, to those who value
the sustainability, the seasonality, the stories of fishermen, and the many ways
creative chefs are using lobster. And we never stop! MLMC is already pitching
these stories to media who will generate articles this summer. We have planned
our “Maine After Midnight” events for Dallas, Chicago, San Francisco and New
York and have signed up more than 30 lobstermen to accompany us. We have a
lot going on — and the year is still young!

In the statute which created the MLMC, the Legislature asked it to “promote
and market” Maine lobster. We measure demand via monitoring the stories
that we place in various media, carefully tracking social media for both our
activity and organic activity (people talking about us without us prompting
them), and traffic to our Web site. For example, in 2016, more that 40,000 people clicked on links to wholesalers from our site after searching for a lobster
product to buy. We also measure interactions with chefs and their use of Maine
lobster in their menus plus how they talk about it to media and social media
followers.
The complexity of the supply chain makes it incredibly difficult to measure direct sales data; it just doesn’t exist anywhere except at the dock. And while
dock price matters in Maine, it isn’t a very good indicator of consumer demand
in the restaurant or in the supermarket.
PRWeek U.S. Awards
Soon after our appearance before the Marine Resources Committee, I accompanied Weber Shandwick staff to New York City and the annual PRWeek U.S.
Awards. These are the most prestigious awards in the public relations industry,
and the MLMC and Weber Shandwick were nominated to receive the award
for the Best Promotional Event for our “Maine After Midnight” events. We were
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
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•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.

President: David Cousens
So. Thomaston, 594-7518
1st VP: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 259-3306
2nd VP: John Williams
Stonington, 367-2731
Sec/Treasurer: Donald Young
Cushing, 354-6404
Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596-0177
Dwight Carver, Beals, 497-2895
Herman Coombs, Orr’s Island, 807-8596
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372-6429
Jim Dow, Bass Harbor, 288-9846
Dustin Delano, Friendship, 542-7241
Arnie Gamage, Jr., S. Bristol, 644-8110
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255-3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633-6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526-4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244-4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372-6941
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846-9279
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 829-2109
John Tripp, Spruce Head, 691-9744
Chris Welch, Kennebunk, 205-2093
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863-4905
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•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Navigator
Alisha Keezer
alisha@mainelobstermen.org

Membership Director
Andi Pelletier
andi@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
2 Storer St., Suite 203
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

Board of Directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place
at Darby’s Restaurant,
Belfast, unless otherwise
indicated.
April 4, TUESDAY, noon.
May 3, 5 p.m.
June 7, 5 p.m.

The end of winter and beginning of spring is a time of
change. The ocean is waking up, the crocuses are coming
out, and Mainers are slowly emerging from their winter hibernation. The shift of the seasons is a time when we look
around, take stock of what needs to be done, and get at it!
A lot of changes are coming to Maine lobstermen, and
many of them are coming from Washington D.C. The federal government under President Trump has proposed alterations in everything from the Affordable Care Act (ACA)
to the Department of Commerce; many of those changes
could pose challenges to Maine lobstermen. Whether you
love Trump or hate him, it’s important that we all pay attention and think about how new policies will affect our
industry. Whether it is budget cuts, changes to health insurance or new directions on trade, Maine lobstermen will
notice.
Among the proposed cuts to the Department of Commerce
budget are severe reductions
in the National Weather
Service’s
environmental
satellites. Lobstermen and
other fishermen depend on
sound weather reports each
day they go out to sea. Those
reports come from data sent
by these satellites. It seems
a little short-sighted to gut
a program that basically
saves lives. Fortunately, the
budget cuts slated for the
U.S. Coast Guard have been
withdrawn.

must pay a 30% penalty if you go without insurance and
then reenter the market.
Another major change coming from D.C. is in the country’s trade agreements. President Trump pulled out of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership, a trade agreement with 12 countries surrounding the Pacific Ocean (not including China).
He has also stated that he wants to renegotiate the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) which removed
many obstacles to trade and investment among the U.S.,
Canada and Mexico when it was signed in 1992.
The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP), a trade agreement between the European Union
(EU) and the United States, has also stalled. Some think it is
unlikely to move forward under the Trump Administration,
while others are more optimistic. While we scratch our
heads wondering about the fate of TTIP, Canada has already
signed a free trade agreement with the EU that will largely eliminate any tariffs on
Canadian seafood exported
to that region. Canadian
lobsters already have an
advantage over Maine lobster due to the currency
exchange rate. Under the
Comprehensive Economic
and Trade Agreement
(CETA), Canadian seafood
products will cost even less
to import into the EU. It is
important to note that lobster harvested in Maine and
processed in Canada is not
eligible for the tariff exemption.

The proposed Commerce
budget also eliminates the
Sea Grant College Program.
These are big changes that
Sea Grant was started in
will have big impacts on
1966 as the ocean-based
Maine lobstermen. While
counterpart to the counthere is still much speculaThere’s a lot of change happening in Washington, D.C.
try’s Land Grant college systion at this point on what
which may have a long-term impact on Maine’s fishtem. Today Sea Grant operfuture policies actually will
ing communities. The MLA will work with the state’s
ates in every coastal and
be, it is prudent to ask quesCongressional delegation to keep track of activities at the
Great Lakes state, fostering
tions. How will lobstermen
federal level. Photo by M. Haskell.
research relevant to that
be affected as they age if
state’s needs. The Maine Sea
they cannot afford health
Grant office has provided
insurance? How will refunds for research that helps lobstermen, including work- search on Maine lobsters and other species be impacted
ing with the MLA back in the 1980s on the first study of if we lose Maine Sea Grant? What effect could re-opening
lobster migration in the Gulf of Maine. It funded research NAFTA have on Maine’s lobster exports? What effect will
by Bob Steneck and Rick Wahle on lobster nursery areas the Canada-EU free trade agreement have on our industry?
and juvenile settlement. It supported University of Maine Can the fisheries portion of TTIP, which has broad approvscientist Yong Chen in developing a new lobster stock as- al, be moved forward on its own to level the playing field
sessment model which showed that lobster populations between the U.S. and Canada?
in the Gulf of Maine definitely were not overfished. More It’s important not to lose perspective. When it comes to the
recently, Sea Grant has provided funding for the MLA’s national landscape, the Maine lobster industry is just a tiny
International Lobsterman Exchange and lobster quality fish in a big sea. The political world has certainly changed,
presentations by Jean Lavallee. Getting rid of Sea Grant for better or for worse, and Maine lobstermen must pay atwould be a serious blow to Maine lobstermen.
tention. MLA will continue its work to monitor these isMany Maine lobstermen would lose access to affordable
health care under the current proposal to repeal and replace the ACA. No one likes paying loads of money for
health insurance. Lobstermen have had a particularly
hard time because of their constantly fluctuating incomes.
One year you get tax subsidies toward your health insurance costs, the next year you have to pay through the nose.
Premiums under the current ACA have been unaffordable
for many older lobstermen and those in more rural areas.
The bill proposed by House Republicans appears to make
matters worse by increasing premium costs to people over
50 and bumping a lot of people out of the marketplace altogether. The median age of a lobsterman in this state is
50 and getting higher all the time. And while the removal
of the mandate forcing people to buy health insurance is
popular with many, it doesn’t mean a whole lot since you

sues; we will be meeting with Maine’s Congressional delegation to ask questions, express concerns and work to
ensure the Maine lobster industry can continue to thrive
in the face of whatever happens. The MLA will keep you
informed of what ’s going on and how it may affect you and
your community. It’s what we do.
As always, stay safe on the water.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MLA’S 63RD ANNUAL MEETING
The annual meeting was held on March 3 at 9 a.m. at the Samoset Resort in
Rockport. MLA president David Cousens opened the meeting by recognizing
the MLA board and staff. Cathy Billings from the University of Maine’s Lobster
Institute spoke briefly about the Institute’s Rapid Response Team, a project designed to get ahead of any lobster illnesses. She asked lobstermen to send the
Institute pictures of any unusual lobsters they haul this year.
President Cousens asked for a motion to accept the minutes from the 2016
annual meeting; motion was made; unanimous in favor. He then introduced
the slate of nominees for seats on the board: Bob Baines, Dwight Carver, Gerry
Cushman, Jason Joyce, Jack Merrill, Willis Spear, and Donny Young. The vote
was unanimous in favor of the proposed slate.
The MLA presented a memorial award to honor Pat White, former executive director of the MLA, who passed away in 2016. Erin Pelletier of the Gulf of Maine
Lobster Foundation gave a moving tribute and Patrice McCarron, MLA executive director, presented a plaque in memory of Pat White to his son Jeffrey, who
was joined by his wife and daughter. The award read, “His leadership, wisdom
and friendship has left a significant impression on Maine’s lobster industry and
his legacy will be remembered for generations to come.” The audience rose in
recognition of the many contributions made by White to the entire lobster industry over the years. “Pat was one of the good guys. He is sorely missed,” said
Cousens.
Patrice updated members on MLA activities and projects. She noted that the
scope of policy work undertaken by MLA on behalf of the industry continues
to grow. She touched on upcoming meetings relevant to right whale protection measures. Right whale calving numbers are down which will be a subject
discussed at length. She also summarized the MLA’s efforts to ensure that the
shortage and high prices for herring experienced by lobstermen in 2016 are not
repeated in 2017 and to ensure that lobstermen are not excluded from the coral
protection zones proposed by the New England Fisheries Management Council.
She recounted other aspects of the MLA’s work including ongoing assistance to
fishermen who wish to enroll in health insurance through the Affordable Care
Act, the February kickoff of the second Lobster Leadership Institute, the March
Happy Healthy Lobster Tour with lobster veterinarian Jean Lavallee, and the
MLA-sponsored trip later in March to the Seafood Expo North America.
Next Patrice provided an overview of the MLA board’s efforts to improve enforcement of Maine’s marine resource laws. The Board sent an e-mail survey
out in December asking MLA members what they thought the major enforcement issues were in the lobster fishery. With those results in hand, Board members discussed the results with DMR Commissioner Patrick Keliher and Bureau
of Marine Patrol Chief Jon Cornish. The Board then sent a modified email survey to all licensed lobstermen in the state. 400 lobstermen responded.
The majority of lobstermen want to see more effort put into ways to make violators pay for breaking the law. The goal is to make it not worth it to break
the law. The MLA put forward the concept draft LD 575 An Act to Improve the
Enforcement of Maine’s Lobster Laws, sponsored by Senator Langley. The bill
proposes to improve the enforcement of Maine’s lobster laws by establishing

LOBSTER BILLS PROGRESS THROUGH MAINE LEGISLATURE
The Marine Resources Committee got to work in earnest on lobster bills during
March. Public hearings have been held on 13 lobster-related bills. As of March
22, one bill has been approved by the Committee and four have been rejected.
Additional public hearings and work session are being scheduled weekly.
Governor LePage announced at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum that he no longer supported increases in marine license fees to fill the Department of Marine
Resources’s (DMR) budget gap. The MLA had testified against the proposal before a joint meeting of the Appropriations and Finance and Marine Resources
Committees in February. The DMR, therefore, has proposed to fill its budget
gap by maintaining the existing marine license fee structure, but to reallocate
base license fees, of which 100% currently goes to the General Fund (license
fee not including existing surcharges). The DMR plans to dedicate 30% of this
license fee revenue to a dedicated department account, with the remaining
70% going to the General Fund. The Marine Resources Committee accepted
this proposal and sent its recommendation to the Appropriations Committee.
The Marine Resources Committee approved a longer day for lobster fishing in
the fall, changing the start time for hauling in October to 4 a.m. by amending
LD 14 An Act to Extend the Legal Hours for Harvesting Lobster, sponsored by Rep.
Kumiega of Deer Isle. This bill originally proposed to allow lobstermen to begin
hauling traps at 5 a.m. during the month of October. The MLA and others from
the lobster industry testified in favor of the bill. The MLA noted that the start
time for hauling has been a long-standing issue for Downeast lobstermen and
that LD 14 proposed a good compromise. The amendment to allow lobster-

minimum penalties as a way to
deter crime, impose restrictions
on violators who re-enter the
lobster fishery and explore requiring those found guilty to pay
restitution to the state to cover
the cost of the investigation.
Commissioner Keliher announced the preliminary lobster
landing figures for 2016 which
broke records for pounds and
value. Preliminary figures indicated lobster landings in excess
of 130 million pounds, valued at
over $533 million. The figure is
closer to $550 million when factoring in coop bonuses.
The Commissioner then spoke
about DMR’s administrative
suspension procedure which
The MLA presented a memorial award
was implemented in 2013. The
to the family of Pat White during the
process runs in tandem with
MLA Annual meeting. This was the first
the court process but allows the
annual meeting since Pat passed away
department to get offenders off
last spring. “His leadership, wisdom and
the water much more quickly.
friendship has left a significant impresThe process also allow the DMR
sion on Maine’s lobster industry and his
Commissioner certain flexibility
legacy will be remembered for generain terms of the length of license
tions to come. He is greatly missed,” said
suspension. There has been
MLA board president David Cousens.
a rise in convictions through
MLA photo.
the administrative suspension
process. Col. Jon Cornish then
thanked lobstermen for supporting his Bureau and Marine Patrol Officers.
Lobstermen in the audience asked Commissioner Keliher and Col. Cornish
specific questions pertaining to the suspension process and to the prevalence
of drug use among fishermen.
Just prior to the close of the meeting, Sen. Angus King addressed the audience.
He spoke about the need to hear from lobstermen about what they are seeing
on the water as the Gulf of Maine continues to warm and the current stagnant
situation in Washington.
A drawing was held to raffle off lobster traps and safety gear generously supplied by Brooks Trap, Friendship Trap, Brazier Trap, and McMillan Offshore
Safety. The lucky winners were: Ethan Mao, Sonny Beal, Jay Smith, Sam Rosen,
Willis Spear, Jamien Hallowell, John Tripp, Chris Moore and Sue Smith.

men to begin hauling at 4 a.m. during the month of October was supported by
the Lobster Advisory Council and the MLA. While the DMR had opposed LD
14 during the public hearing, it supported this amendment at the work session. The bill is expected to pass the full Legislature and be implemented in
September.
The Committee killed LD 392 An Act Regarding Haul Times Outside the 3-mile
Line, which was brought to remove time of day fishing restrictions for Zone A
lobstermen fishing offshore. The Committee concluded that LD 14 addressed
the majority of issues identified in this bill and instead approved LD 14.
The Committee did not support LD 201 An Act to Provide Flexibility in the
Purchase of Lobster Trap Tags, sponsored by Rep. Kumiega of Deer Isle, which
proposed to allow a lobsterman to purchase up to the maximum number of
trap tags purchased under that license in any previous year. The MLA opposed
this bill, raising the concern that this would have a fiscal impact on DMR at a
time when the department is seeking to increase license fees. The Committee
did not support this bill due to its concerns about the fiscal impacts this bill
would have on the DMR budget.
The Committee killed two bills sponsored by Rep. Hubbell to address gear conflict issues stemming from Zone C lobstermen fishing gear in Zone B. Zone B
lobstermen believe that the influx of Zone C lobstermen, which occurred because that zone was open until recently, resulted in a massive influx of traps being fished in Zone B. The public hearing for LD 149 An Act to Provide Additional
Management for Limited-entry Lobster Zones and LD 616 An Act to Ensure
Consistent Access to Limited Entry Lobster Zones drew a huge crowd of lobsterContinued on page 8
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MLA continued from page 7

men from Zones B and C that filled the seats in the Committee room and two
overflow rooms. These bills sought to limit the amount of gear that could be
fished outside any home zone. The bill’s proposals included prohibiting new
entrants to the lobster fishery from fishing gear outside a home zone, allowing
only 25% of lobster gear to be fished outside a home zone, implementing most
restrictive rules on exit ratios and requiring the Commissioner to ensure parity
regarding the number of second zone tags fished across zones. The Committee
voted unanimously “Ought not to Pass” on both bills. The DMR has pledged to
work more closely with Zones B and C lobstermen to identify solutions to this
issue which has become a major enforcement concern for the department.
The MRC killed LD 113 An Act to Stabilize Lobster Bait Prices, sponsored by Rep.
Alley of Beals, which proposed ideas aimed at stabilizing the price of lobster bait.
The DMR, MLA and several representatives from the herring industry opposed
this bill because the Legislature does not have the jurisdiction to address the issue since bait species are managed through the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission and the New England Fishery Management Council. There was also
concern that the concepts put forward would likely destabilize the bait fishery.

Carroll Staples of
Swans Island testifies
in support of LD 149
and LD 616 before
the Marine Resources
Committee

Several bills are still in process. A public hearing was held for LD 704 An Act to
Give the Department of Marine Resources Flexibility with Licensing in the Herring
Fishery, sponsored by Rep. Parry of Arundel. This bill would allow the DMR
Commissioner to establish different landings limits for herring fishermen who
recorded landings of herring in Maine prior to January 1, 2017. The public hearing was held on March 13; work session took place on March 22.
The Committee took public testimony on March 22 on two bills addressing marine debris. LD 703 An Act to Address Marine Debris Resulting for Commercial
Activities, sponsored by Rep. Devin of Newcastle, is a concept bill to address the
problem of marine debris resulting from commercial activities such as commercial fishing and aquaculture. LD 705 An Act to Prevent Marine Debris, also
sponsored by Rep. Devin on behalf of the DMR, proposes to prohibit possession
of materials used to package lobster or crab bait, including the plastic wrapping and cardboard cartons, on a lobster vessel, and prohibits the discarding
or abandoning of these materials into the ocean. Violation of this provision is a
civil violation, with a fine of $250.
LD 922 An Act Directing the Commissioner of Marine Resources to Investigate
Conditions of Sheepscot Pond Related to a Management Plan for Anadromous
Fish Species, sponsored by Rep. Pierce of Dresden, also went to public hearing
on March 22. This bill proposes to open and keep operational the fishway on
the Sheepscot River in Palermo from April 15 to June 30 annually and to study
the Sheepscot Pond for the purpose of developing a management plan for anadromous fish species.
A concept draft, LD 373 An Act to Create Pathways to Enter Alternative Marine
Industries, put forward by Rep. Alley, proposed to allow a person who has com-

pleted a lobster and crab fishing apprenticeship to enter a lottery to be allowed
to engage in scallop harvesting in the lobstering off-season. While there was
support for the sentiment of this bill, no one testified in favor of it at the public
hearing. The Committee was due to vote on this bill on March 22.
LD 252 An Act To Improve Safety in the Disposal of Expired Marine Flares,
sponsored by Rep. McCreight of Harpswell, proposes to establish within the
Department of Public Safety programs for the collection and disposal of expired
marine flares and for public education regarding expired marine flares. The
public hearing was held on March 13 and work session scheduled for March 22.
The MLA worked with Sen. Langley to put forward LD 575 An Act to Improve
Enforcement of Maine’s Lobster Laws, based on feedback from an industry-wide
survey on enforcement. This concept draft would establish minimum penalties
for certain lobster violations as a deterrent to violating the law. It also explores
requiring lobster license holders found guilty of violating marine conservation
laws to pay restitution to the state. In addition, lobster license holders convicted of marine resource violation(s) resulting in a license suspension who
re-enter the lobster fishery would return as a new entrant and have a vessel
monitoring system aboard the vessel. The public hearing was held on March 6.
The bill was well received, with most speaking in favor of the need for a strategy to improve how the state enforces our existing laws. However, the Maine
Lobstering Union opposed the bill, stating, “If you were to listen to all the proposed ideas in this bill, I would not blame you if you thought that we really were
all criminals! WOW!!!”
Only three lobster-related bills have not yet printed: LR 743 An Act to Make
Technical Changes to Maine’s Marine Resources Laws; LR 750 An Act Regarding
Enforcement of Marne Resources Laws and Suspensions of Marine Resources
Licenses; LR 751 An Act to Extend the Time for an Appeal of License Denial for
Military Members. Two additional bills were submitted but are not expected to
move forward: LR 1348 An Act to Amend the Laws Regarding Marine Resources
and LR 1743 An Act to Incentivize Private Investment of Lobster Processing in
Maine.
Bills can be tracked online through the Legislature’s Web site at www.legislature.maine.gov. An update on the activities of the Marine Resources Committee
is distributed weekly. Contact the Marine Resources Committee clerk, Julia
Brown at 287-1337 or email Julia.Brown@Legislature.Maine.gov to get on the
distribution list.
THE STORY BEHIND LD 575
The MLA put forward the concept draft LD 575 An Act to Improve the
Enforcement of Maine’s Lobster Laws. This bill proposes to improve the enforcement of Maine’s lobster laws by establishing minimum penalties as a way to
deter crime, to impose restrictions on violators who re-enter the lobster fishery and to possibly require those found guilty to pay restitution to the state to
cover the cost of the investigation.
LD 575 is the result of a growing desire among lobstermen to improve enforcement of Maine’s lobster laws. In recent years, lobster landings and value have
grown significantly, especially offshore and in Downeast Maine. The robust
resource and stable price have meant that there is money to be made in the
fishery. Like any other industry, while the majority of Maine lobstermen are
hardworking and honest individuals, there are a few bad apples. Th ere is growing concern that the financial rewards are too great for those who break the
law. With earning potential at a record high, some lobstermen will circumvent
the trap limit by fishing sunken trawls or untagged traps because the financial
rewards are so great. It seems that even when the offenders are caught, cheating pays off because they are still ahead after they pay any fines or even lose
their license for a period of time. And then they come back and pick up where
they left off.

Will marine license fees increase?
At press time, the question whether marine license fees will increase by approximately 30% is still under debate by the Legislature. However, the Governor
announced at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum that he no longer supported
an increase in marine license fees to fill the DMR’s $600,000 budget gap. In
February, the Appropriations and Financial Affairs and Marine Resources and
Committees held a joint public hearing to take public testimony on the DMR’s
budget proposal to increase marine license fees. The MLA testified that it does
not agree with the premise that a flat-funded budget scenario is necessary and
strongly opposed looking to the industry to fill that gap.
In March, the DMR has removed its request for a 30% increase in marine license fees, and instead proposed to fund its budget gap through the General
Fund. The Department has requested that it keep 30% of the General Fund portion of license fees, to be deposited into a special fund within DMR. The DMR
has calculated that this would provide approximately $660,000 in funds without increasing license fees. “If DMR is not successful in receiving funding to

support [this special fund], we do anticipate there will be significant impacts
to public health and safety, conservation of marine species and Maine’s fishing
economy. The Department will need to eliminate two Marine Patrol Officers, a
lobster scientist, and will need to make many other adjustments to programs
that will impact other coastal fisheries. We will be left in a position where we
can only monitor change, rather than take action to respond to those changing
conditions. Efficiencies with data entry will also not be realized and we will no
longer be able to support staff intensive monitoring work necessary to support
real-time management actions, such as those we have used in the scallop fishery for the last few years,” DMR stated publicly.
The Marine Resources Committee has supported the Department’s request,
with a few members recommending that DMR keep 50% of the General Fund
portion of license fees. It recommended this budget to the Appropriations
Committee.
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The MLA Board took this issue to heart.
The MLA’s consistent philosophy has
been to be proactive on issues in order
to get ahead of them. In this spirit, the
MLA identified enforcement issues a
priority for 2017. It is important to note
that the MLA does not believes that
this is a widespread, rampant problem. Rather, the board recognizes that
the rewards for cheating are great and
wants to address it while the problem
still lies with a minority of the fishery. It
is very difficult to get Maine lobstermen
to agree on much, but the MLA board
found that most lobstermen agree that
enforcement our lobster laws needs to
improve.
As the MLA Board delved deeper into
exploring this issue, it was guided by
three points of consensus: 1) that all
lobstermen deserve to work on a level
playing field; 2) penalties are not severe
enough to deter illegal activity and; 3)
the current system gives cheaters all
the tools they need to continue cheating. From there, the board generated
a long list of issues that could be addressed, ranging from abuse of replacement tags, fishing sunken trawls, night
hauling and carrying large crew to how
to make penalties severe enough to deter these crimes.
The MLA met with Commissioner
Keliher, policy director Deirdre Gilbert,
and Colonel Cornish to discuss a range
of issues and potential approaches
to deter crime and better enforce the
laws. The board then conducted an
email survey among the MLA membership to get feedback on these issues.
Using this initial feedback, the MLA narrowed down the list of issues then conducted a second electronic survey, this time distributed industry-wide. The
survey was sent to all lobstermen with an email address (~3,100) and was posted on Facebook. We received 400 responses, a 13% response rate. This input
served as the basis of the concept draft bill presented to the Marine Resources

Committee as LD 575.
Two of the issues in the second survey
– the number of people fishing aboard a
lobster boat with a Class III license and
potential changes to curb night hauling –
are not included in LD 575. While these
two issues are a growing concern for the
lobster industry, they were not a concern
for the majority of those who responded
to the survey.
Three items are included in LD 575: establishing minimum penalties, putting
limitations on violators who re-enter the
fishery and a requirement for restitution
if convicted.
Minimum penalties are included as a way
to finetune the penalty structure to ensure that penalties are severe enough to
deter lobstermen from violating the law.
In contrast to setting a defined penalty,
a minimum penalty approach would allow the Commissioner some flexibility
and discretion to adjust the penalty to fit
the circumstances of each case under the
Administrative Suspension process.
The industry identified two separate tiers
under this approach: monetary penalties
for those crimes where mistakes can be
made, such as keeping short, over-sized,
v-notched or egg-bearing female lobsters,
but with higher minimum penalties for
repeat offenders, and license suspension
for those crimes that are deliberate by
their nature, such as scrubbing lobsters,
fishing over the trap limit, fishing sunken
trawls or untagged gear, and molesting
lobster traps.
Many in the industry have questioned Maine’s current policy that lets offenders who have served their time come back into the lobster fishery and pick up
where they left off, especially when there are long waiting lists of Apprentices
eager for the chance to become a commercial lobsterman. The MLA explored
two ideas put forward by the industry: 1) starting violators who reenter the
fishery at 300 traps and allowing them to build up 100 traps per year like a new
entrant, and 2) requiring violators to install a vessel monitoring system (VMS)
to allow Marine Patrol to more easily monitor activities. Both of these proposals received strong support in the survey and are included for consideration in
the concept draft.
Finally, the notion of requiring offenders to pay restitution was raised an option
to explore given the significant amount of resources it takes for DMR to make
an enforcement case. Given the constant struggle to keep the DMR and Marine
Patrol fully funded, the MLA board proposed the idea to the industry that those
convicted should pay restitution. They found this idea was very popular with
the industry, and included it as part of this concept draft.
The MLA hopes that LD 575 will result in substantive changes that will deter
crime on the water, improve Marine Patrol’s ability to enforce current laws, get
bad actors off the water, and provide a fairer and more level playing field for all
Maine lobstermen.
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PAY ATTENTION! A NEW WAY OF DOING BUSINESS IS
TAKING SHAPE IN WASHINGTON
Americans seem to have a love or hate relationship with the Trump
Administration. Regardless of how you feel about our new President, we all
must come to terms with a new way of doing business in Washington, DC.
Many changes have already been made, while many others are simply proposals. It will take some time for the dust to settle and understand what this means
for the lobster industry. In the meantime, stay informed. If you feel strongly
about the impacts of these changes or proposals, take the time to reach out to
your Congressional delegation and let them know your thoughts.
Here’s a brief round-up on some of the changes that the MLA has been monitoring that directly impact fisheries.
Funding
The New York Times reported on the President’s 2018 Budget Blueprint. It’s
important to remember that this is the President’s proposed budget. It must
pass Congress for any elements to be enacted. The New York Times said, “The
blueprint does not include tax proposals or other revenue ideas, and outlines
only proposals for discretionary spending, which is money appropriated annually by Congress. Discretionary spending makes up about a quarter of all
federal spending. It does not include interest payments on the federal debt or
so-called mandatory spending on large programs like Social Security, Medicare
and Medicaid.”
Many of the President’s proposals hit close to home. The draft budget consistently cuts funding for all science and other programs related to climate change
research across agencies. The NOAA budget would be cut by 16%, including cuts
to some environmental satellite programs, a $250 million reduction in coastal
research, and elimination of the National Sea Grant College Program (which
would eliminate Maine Sea Grant), but spares the National Marine Fisheries
Service budget. The Environmental Protection Agency is facing a 31% cut. The
Coast Guard was slated for a 14% cut, but more recent reports stated that, due
to an outpouring of bipartisan Congressional support, the Coast Guard budget
is now safe.

Trade
Shortly after President Trump took office, he withdrew the United States from
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). This trade negation sought to cut tariffs
for American imports and exports to Canada, Mexico, Japan, Australia, New
Zealand, Chile, Peru, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam and Brunei. The TPP was
still under debate and had not been ratified by Congress. Pulling out does not
affect the current trade landscape, but will impact trade in the future.
The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) is a trade agreement between the European Union and the United States which is under
negotiation. It is unclear if it will be effected by the Trump Administration’s
trade policies. In the meantime, the Canada-European Union Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) has been ratified and will eliminate
tariffs on Canadian exports to the European Union, such as lobster, beginning
in June. Some have suggested that the fisheries portion of TTIP has broad approval and could be moved forward on its own to reduce tariffs of U.S. exports
of seafood to the EU.
Health Care
The proposal to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act was unveiled in
March and met with very mixed reviews. Government analysis indicates that
the proposal would raise the number of uninsured individuals by 14 million
next year and 24 million by 2026. The hardest hit will be people over 50, people
who earn less and rural Americans, so it would likely hit Maine residents hard.
Young people who are healthy and not poor will benefit under the proposed
plan and there are significant tax breaks for the wealthiest Americans. The bill
includes a 30% surcharge for anyone who lets their coverage lapse, so if you
drop your insurance for any reason, it will be very expensive to get it back. The
existing ACA certainly needs to be improved. However, this proposal does not
appear to be a good solution for Maine and its fishing communities.

LOBSTER FLOURISHING, BUT FOR
HOW LONG?
by Melissa Waterman

Many thanks
to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Allen Insurance &
Financial

Harbor Bait Inc.
H&H Propeller Shop

New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.

Atwood Lobster

Inland Seafood

Nicholas H. Walsh, PA

Beals-Jonesport Coop
Inc.

Interstate Lobster Co.

Northeast Marine
Survey Inc.

Beals Lobster Pier
Bell Power Systems Inc.
Bowdoin College Dining Services

Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts
Island Fishermen’s
Wives
Island Seafood LLC

Buoysticks.com

John’s Bay Boat Co.

Chapman & Chapman

Jonesport Shipyard

Chase Leavitt & Co.

Kips Seafood Co.

Novatec Braids LTD
O’Hara Corp.
Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.
Penobscot East
Resource Center
Pete’s Marine Electronics
Polyform US

Coastal Documentation

Lake Pemaquid Inc.

Conary Cove Lobster Co.

Lobster.com

Cousins Maine Lobster

Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Co-op

Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.

Cushing Diesel, LLC

Port Lobster Co.

Maine Financial Group

Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.

Re/Max Oceanside

Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance

Eastern Tire & Auto
Service

Richard Stanley
Custom Boats

Maine Port Authority

Riverdale Mills

Maine Sea Grant

South Bristol Fishermen’s Cooperative

Farrin’s Boatshop
Finestkind Scenic
Cruises

Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.

Superior Bait and Salt

First National Bank

McMillan Offshore
Survival Training

Friendship Lobster Treats

Superior Marine Products
Inc.

Midcoast Marine Supply

F W Thurston Co. Inc.

Mount Desert Oceanarium

Vinalhaven Fishermen’s
Coop

Georgetown Fishermen’s Co-op

Muscongus Bay Lobster

Weirs Motor Sales Inc.

Nautilus Marine Fabrication Inc.

:LOOLDP&RI¿Q 6RQV

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation
Guy Cotten, Inc.

New England Detroit
Diesel Allison

Williams CPA Group
LLC
Worcesters Lobster Bait

Kathleen Reardon, Department of Marine Resources (DMR) lobster biologist, gave a thorough overview of Maine’s lobster fishery at a Saturday morning presentation during the Maine Fishermen’s Forum in March. After DMR
Commissioner Patrick Keliher announced preliminary landings data showing
that Maine lobstermen harvested more than 130 million pounds in 2016, an
all-time record, Reardon cautioned the audience. “It hasn’t been good everywhere,” she said. Eastern Maine has seen a rapid increase in landings since
2004. Landings in western and southern Maine have remained steady, with little increase, during that time.
The overall message from DMR, based on the department’s many surveys of
lobster populations, is that things are changing. That change principally is being seen in water temperatures. Lobsters, said Reardon, flourish in an optimal
temperature range between 54o and 64oF. (12oC. and 18oF.) They become physically stressed at temperatures above 20oC. (68oF.). “We looked at how many
days registered above 68oF. for the period between 1905 and 2015 at Boothbay
Harbor,” Reardon said. That examination showed that there have been more
warm water days in recent years. Since 2000 there have been many more years
with some days over 20oC. than occurred in the previous 100 years.
Robert Russell, another biologist at DMR, talked about the results of the yearly
lobster settlement index, which provides a snapshot of the number of youngof-the-year lobster settling on the ocean floor. Once again it appears that settlement numbers are down throughout the Gulf of Maine. “But does the warmer
water mean more available habitat?” Russell asked. Juvenile lobsters don’t survive in water less than 53.6oF. (12oC.). Water temperatures at 20 and 50 meters
routinely have been above 53.6oF. during the past decade, thus lobsters can
spend longer amounts of time in preferred water temperatures and may grow
faster. “We may need to alter the survey as the Gulf changes to capture this
altered growth rate,” Russell said.
“In some sites 2016 had some of the lowest settlement numbers on record,”
said Rick Wahle, research professor at the University of Maine’s Darling Center
and originator of the lobster settlement index. However, he too credited warming water with expanding suitable habitat for juvenile lobsters. “It may be that
we have not seen a decline but instead they are settling over a broader area
and into deeper water,” Wahle explained. To determine if that is so, Wahle and
DMR scientists are starting a project setting out passive post-larval collectors
at sites at the far eastern and western sections of the coast to better understand settlement in deep water (greater than 30 feet).
But the existing settlement figures do predict a decline in landings in the future,
Wahle continued. “The correlation between settlement numbers and landings
Continued on page 21
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If it’s about lobster, MLA is there.
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) advocates
for a sustainable lobster resource
ϐ Ǥ
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Your voice matters
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For MLA members only
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It’s Spring Membership Time:
Join Today.
Ȉ Call 207-967-4555
Ȉ www.mainelobstermen.org/membership
Ȉ Or Sign up on Facebook

We care about your future. Join the MLA and connect.

MLA MEMBERS DISCOUNT DIRECTORY
Automotive

Financial & Investment

Back River Financial Group
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
Farmingdale, ME -- Free initial consultation and
Newcastle, ME -- 3 years of oil changes (total
of 12) for all vehicles, cars and trucks, when you review of previous tax returns.
purchase a new or used vehicle.

Bait Dealers

Fishing, Marine & Industrial

Alliance Rubber
Hot Springs, AR -- 10% off custom printed lobster bands.
Hamilton Marine
Searsport, Rockland, Portland, Southwest
Boat Builders/Repairs
Harbor, Jonesport, ME -- Discounts available to
FRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQ
Richard Stanley Custom Boats
%DVV+DUERU0(RIIÀQDOSULFHRIKXOO North Atlantic Power Products
with MLA membership.
Exeter, NH -- 10% discount on parts and service.
SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- $1000 discount for hull or top. Gifts
on a 38’ CB or 44’ CB
0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promoDocumentation Services
tional product orders.
Maine Design Company
Appleton, ME --10% discount to surveys on
Hydraulics
lobster boats. Must be an MLA member &
Coastal Hydraulics
mention this listing to get discount.
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members.
Education & Trade Shows
Hews Company, LLC
Maine Maritime Museum
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.
components and Cable Craft cables.
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Industry Organizations
Bar Harbor, ME -- Free admission to
FRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV.
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off MLA merchandise.
Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA mem- Insurance
bers.
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Electronic Equipment
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance
plus 5% discount with proof of CG approved
Midcoast Marine Electronics
Rockland, ME -- 10% off list price on all marine Drill Conductor course within the last 5 years.
electronic products.
Legal Servives
Navtronics, LLC
Nicholas H Walsh PA
York, ME -- 5% off of purchases.
Portland, ME -- 20% off legal services.
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 discount per drum on
multiple drum purchases (must show current
MLA card).

Lobster/Seafood/Wholesale
Atlantic Edge Lobster
Boothbay Harbor, ME -- Fuel discount for MLA
members.
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
Winter Harbor, ME – 10% off picked lobster
meat.

Newspapers
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription rate for $18.75 with MLA membership
noted on check.
National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special annual subscription rate.

Propellers
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc
Dover, NH -- 10% off propeller repair & new
shafts. New propeller discounts vary.
New England Propeller Inc
Plymouth, MA -- Discounts on marine propeller, shafting, and related items, sales & repairs.

Refrigeration Services
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.

Safety Training & Equipment
Liferaft Services, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off liferaft repack with proof
of MLA membership. CAN be combined with
other promotions.
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on USCG Drill
Conductor training.

Trap Builders, Stock & Supplies
Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps
purchased at the Friendship store. Cannot be
combined with other discounts.
Sea Rose Trap Co
S. Portland -- 5% off list price on traps to MLA
members.
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AQUAMESH®
Made In America, Fished Around the World

 

   

  



Since 1980 Riverdale Mills has been manufacturing Aquamesh®
in Massachusetts using an exclusive Galvanizing After
Welding (GAW) and PVC coating Process. Our specialized GAW
manufacturing method and proprietary marine grade PVC
coating is what sets Aquamesh® apart from its foreign
competitors and makes it the most trusted, top performing
and best-selling marine wire in the world.

1.800.762.6374 . 1.508.234.8400 . info@riverdale.com . www.riverdale.com

$411-564#2/+..
$411-564#2/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5

WORKING TO MAKE 2017 YOUR
:RUNLQJWRPDNH
BEST FISHING SEASON EVER!
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800-356-3526
www.nelcoproducts.com

Products for Marking Buoy Lines
x Heat Shrink Tubing
x Spiral Wrap
x Zip Ties

Easy compliance: NMFS requires three 1-foot red markers on all buoy lines for
1-color system; or two 6” markers for 2-color system (red/yellow, red/white or
red/black).
Durable & easy to use materials: Polyolefin heat shrink tubing endures harsh
environments such as salt, fungus and extreme temperatures. Zip Ties are
weather resistant and offer easy, fast and economical installation. Spiral Wrap
is durable and simple to slide onto the rope where marking is required.

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.

Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our
complete range of marine power systems solutions is backed by a team with
exceptional knowledge and experience.

Ordering Information:
Heat Shrink Tubing:
Part #: NP-221-3/8” and NP-221-1/2”
Available colors: red, black, yellow, white, also in brown, orange, green, blue,
violet and grey

• More engine choices.
• More fully equipped and staffed locations.
• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.
• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.

Spiral Wrap:
Part #: HT-3/8-C2
Available colors: RED, YELLOW, BLACK & NATURAL

Contacts:
(in ME, NH, VT) Stewart Tuttle, 207-885-8082, Stewart_Tuttle@miltoncat.com
(in MA, RI) Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

Weather Resistant Zip Ties:
Sizes from 4”-60”. Available colors: red, yellow,
black, natural, orange green, blue, violet, grey, &
fluorescent colors
Nelco Products, Inc. | 22 Riverside Drive |Pembroke, MA 02359

H

In-Sight Automatic/Manual
2IIVKRUH,QŴDWDEOH3)'

LIMITED QUANTITY!

HAMILTON MARINE
40th Anniversary

1977

2017

800-639-2715
hamiltonmarine.com
FREE CATALOG!
Request a copy or scan the code
to see more and shop online!

DON’T MISS OUR ANNUAL

Heavy-duty 420 denier nylon shell with neoprene
comfort collar. In-Sight window shows armed status.
Features full 35 lbs buoyancy.

9999

$

SAVE

Reg 149.99

$

Orange
Order# 752862

Saturday April 1st
through Sunday April 9th!

50

2-Sided Interlocking Design, 1/2" thick, 3' x 3' mat.
Made from 100%
re-vulcanized rubber.

$

SAVE

Reg 19.99
HTV-179873
Order# 754535

$

PUR-15463
Order# 127675

5

$ 49

2697

120 Watt
$
PUR-15463HD
Order# 735613

Search#
HML-BB

36

19

Cast Aluminum Commercial Hatches
Flush, watertight. Easy opening, 4-dog system. Outside opening only.

15" x 24"

52999 SAVE

Reg 599.99
BOM-C41524-O
Order# 104612

70

$

$

24999

24" x 24"

89999

Reg 999.99
SAVE
$
BOM-C42424
100
Order# 104619

ACCUSat™ EPIRBs
406 MHz. Completely waterproof. 6 Year Non-Haz
Mat battery. 6 Year warranty. Features a stainless
steel antenna. USCG/GMDSS Approved.

Cat II Manual
Order# 731676

$

34999

6 Year
Battery!

Cat I Auto
Order# 731678

$

KNT-1540-AU
Order# 753274

$QWL)DWLJXH0DW

100 Watt

VOLUME
PRICING
AVAILABLE!

$

Order# 761645

Electric Rope
Cutting Guns

Bait Bags

USCG APPROVED
High-vis yellow accent.
Removable head pillow.
Articulated arms for
easier donning. Buddy
line and whistle.

Red

50
14
OPEN HOUSE SALE!

$

Premium Adult Universal
Immersion Suit

46999

Galvanized or
stainless steel,
WE MARK
from 1/4" to 1"
AND SWAGE
diameter. We
WIRE!
hand and machine
(commercial)
swage wire and
mark wire for
fishermen the old
fashioned way.

$

ŏ/LWWOH9LFN\Ő1HW 7ZLQH.QLIH

The Original ManLine Pot Warp

The best rope
and twine knife
available. 3-1/4"
serrated blade.
SAB-40603
Order# 165434

)LVK%DVNHW
Orange plastic with
holes for draining.
1 bushel capacity.

$

1999

HML-BASKET-PAS
Order# 118243

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT

6
$
6267 dozen

+LJK3HUIRUPDQFH/('/LJKWV
Patented specter and hybrid optics with
high purity aluminum housings.
Search# RIL-

Starting At

11399
VOLUME
PRICING
AVAILABLE!

$ 17 each

Search#
HMP-MAN
20" W x 31-1/2" L x 16" H
Two piece attached lid.
All-plastic construction.
100 lb capacity

/REVWHU&UDWH

$

4799

HML-LOB-CRATE
Order# 158132

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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BAIT
HERRING

REDFISH

POGIES

ROCKFISH

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

Why buy
secondhand?
Buy fresh,
buy direct!

FRESH

207.594 . 0405

FROZEN

207.542 .1856

19 Front Street
Rockland, ME 04841
www.oharabait.com

Attention Maine Lobstermen
The Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries (MA DMF) has begun an IndustryBased Trawl Survey for Gulf of Maine cod (cod IBS). The survey area includes federal waters off of the coast of Maine, specifically in lobster zones: E,F, and G. The survey starts on
April 1st, 2017 and ends on July 31st, 2017, and will continue again from October 1st,
2017 through January 31st, 2018. Tow locations will be announced monthly on MA DMF
website, social media, and the MA DMF listserv. To receive real time text message updates
of the survey go to the MA DMF Website and sign up or call Bill Hoffman at 978-2820308 ext 106. Additionally, daily announcements of activity will be broadcasted on VHF
channel 16. In order to avoid gear conflicts, MA DMF respectively requests that fixed gear
be temporarily removed from the tow locations during survey times.
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS
Back River Financial Group
690 Maine Ave
Farmingdale, ME 04344 207-622-3772
info@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation, review of previous tax
returns.
AUTOMOTIVE
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route One
Newcastle, ME 04553
rmiller@newcastlechrysler.com
www.newcastlechrysler.com
3 years (total 12) oil changes when you purchase a new or used vehicle.
BAIT DEALERS

Navtronics, LLC
15 Hannaford Dr
York, ME 03909
207-363-1150
accounting@navtronics.com
www.navtronics.com
5% off purchases for MLA members

Varney Agency Inc.
Michael Hennessey
PO Box 117
Machias, ME 04654
207-949-2034
mhennessey@varneyagency.com

FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT

LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL

Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcrediteast.com
Machias Savings Bank
PO Box 318
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-3347
www.machiassavings.com
FISHING, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES

Bessy Bait LLC
155 Batchelder Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com www.bessybait.com
$5 discount per drum on multiple drum purchases (must show current MLA card).

Alliance Rubber Company
201 Carpenter Dam Rd
Hot Springs, AR 71913
jsammons@alliance-rubber.com
www.rubberband.com

Cape Porpoise Lobster & Bait Co.
PO Box 7217
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014 207-967-0900
allendaggett@hotmail.com
www.capeporpoiselobster.com

Grundens USA Ltd
PO Box 2068
Poulsbo, WA 98370
360-779-4439/800-323-7327
info04@grundens.com

CBS Lobster
52 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101 207-775-2917
cbslobster13@yahoo.com

Hamilton Marine
with locations in Searsport: 207-548-6302;
Southwest Harbor: 207-244-7870;
Rockland: 207-594-8181
Portland: 207-774-1772
Jonesport: 207-497-2778
info@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts available to commercial fishermen

Lighthouse Lobster & Bait
PO Box 194
Eastport, ME 04631 207-853-3137
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-898-5143 wreichle@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com
New England Fish Co.
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME, 04101
207-253-5626 nefco@mac.com
www.raberfisheries.com
Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
SW Boatworks
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605 207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top on 38 and 44
Calvin Beal.
DOCUMENTATION SERVICES
Maine Design Company
68 Snow Hill Rd
Appleton, ME 04862 207-370-1088
tom@mainedesigncompany.com
www.mainedesigncompany.com
10% discount on lobster boat surveys for MLA
members who mention this listing.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316 lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members
ELECTRONICS
Midcoast Marine Electronics
700 Main St.
Rockland, ME 04841 207-594-3993
info@midcoastmarine.biz
www.midcoastmarine.com
10% off list price on all marine electronic products.

North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
djones@glpower.com
10% off on parts and service
GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional product orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc.
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.
Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136
info@ hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components & Craft cables.
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310 info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com
INSURANCE
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof of
completed C.G. Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor
course within the last 5 years.

Atlantic Edge Lobster
71 Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-2300
aeli@myfairpoint.net
Fuel discount for MLA members
Calendar Islands Maine Lobster LLC
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9140
john@calendarislandsmainelobster.com
Canobie Seafoods, Inc.
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com
Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128
617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com

Shucks Maine Lobster
150 Main St, Suite 4
Richmond, ME 04357 207-737-4800
johnny@shucksmaine.com
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd, South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029 shfcoop@gmail.com
Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681 207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com
Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685 207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693 207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES
Milton Cat
16 Pleasant Hill Rd, Scarborough, ME 04070
stewart_tuttle@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
PROPELLERS

Chicken of the Sea Frozen Foods
20 Ladd St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-433-2220
adaughan@cosff.com

Accutech Marine Propellers Inc.
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820 603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
10% off propeller repair & new shafts. New
propeller discounts vary.

Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
http://littlecranberrylobster.com

New England Propeller, Inc.
9 Apollo Eleven Rd.
Plymouth, MA 02360 508-747-6666
neprop@aol.com
Discounts on marine propellers, shafting, and
related items, sales and repairs.

Garbo Lobster
Pete Daley
PO Box 334
Hancock, ME 04640
207-422-3217
peted@garbolobster.com

REFRIGERATION SERVICES

Knuckle & Claw
2715 Main St.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
& 3112 West Sunset Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90026
chloe@knuckleclaw.com
www.knuckleclaw.com
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com
Luke’s Lobster
459 Grand Street, Ground Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11211
212-387-8487
ben@lukeslobster.com
www.lukeslobster.com
Maine Coast LLC
15 Hannaford Drive, Unit 2
York, ME 03909
207-363-0876
Maine Ocean Lobster
Kevin Adams
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904 207-229-0335
Quahog Lobster Co.
Robert Waddle
5 Lobster Lane
Harpswell, ME 04079 207-725-6222
rwaddle@comcast.net
Red Lobster Seafood Co.
Anthony Armesto
450 S Orange Ave, Suite 800
Orlando, FL 32801
aarmesto@redlobster.com
www.redlobster.com

Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062 207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com

www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.
RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billy’s Inc.
PO Box 837, Ogunquit, ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com www.barnbilly.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046 207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
SAFETY TRAINING & EQUIPMENT
Liferaft Services, LLC
15 Hannaford Drive
York, ME 03909 207-363-0220
dgreer@survivalatsea.com
5% off liferaft repack with proof of MLA membership.
Discount can be combined with other promotions.
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861 207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd., Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at Friendship
store. Cannot be added to other discounts.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
120 Breakwater Annex
South Portland, ME 04106 207-730-5531
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA members
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Bait continued from page 1

ing increase in prices. Many are worried that such a situation may occur again
this year.
The NEFMC is in the midst of completing Amendment 8 to its herring management plan; it presented an update on its work during the Maine Fishermen’s
Forum on March 3. Currently herring fishermen operate under a three-year
stock assessment (completed in 2015) and quota allocations set for the 20162018 fishing seasons. Through Amendment 8, NEFMC is re-evaluating the
Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) formula to ensure that the ecological role of
herring in the marine environment is accounted for. The ABC control rule determines how much herring is available for commercial harvest. The Amendment
also will address the problem of localized depletion of herring. Localized depletion is a reduction of population size, independent of the overall status of the
stock, over a relatively small spatial area as a result of intensive fishing. There is
concern that midwater trawl fishing inshore reduces the availability of herring,
negatively impacting groundfish, tuna, whale-watching and other industries.
Deirdre Boelke, fisheries analyst at NEFMC, summarized the process for completing Amendment 8. In 2016, the Council reviewed documents relevant to
herring management and developed specific alternatives that address the ecological role of herring. It then held two workshops with stakeholders in May
and December, 2016, using Management Strategy Evaluation techniques to incorporate public input early in the regulatory process. Based on feedback from
those meeting, the Council took four types of ABC control rules off the table:
constant catch; conditional constant catch; biomass-based for five years; and
biomass-based for three years with restrictions. The Council now will focus on
analyzing annual and three-year-based control rules. Regarding localized depletion of herring schools, the Council is considering “a wide range of alternatives,” said Boelke, including a six-nautical-mile closure off Cape Cod during
the summer months, a prohibition on midwater trawl fishing in Area 1A yearround and prohibiting midwater trawl gear within 12, 25 or 50 miles of Areas
1B, 2 and 3.
The Council may approve alternatives for Amendment 8 at its April meeting,
after which those alternatives would go out for public comment during the fall
of 2017. The Amendment would be implemented in 2018, and used in the 20192021 specification process.
One of the problems faced by herring fishermen operating offshore in Area 3 in
the early summer months is the presence of haddock, which feed in similar locations as herring. NEFMC allows a certain amount of haddock to be caught as

McMillan Offshore
Survival Training

U.S.C.G. Accepted Fishing
Vessel Drill Conductor Training
since 1994
John McMillan — Fishing Vessel
Drill Conductor

bycatch by herring fishermen. Last fall, the Council voted to increase the haddock bycatch limit from 1% to 1.5% through Framework 56 of the Groundfish
Plan. If approved, in 2017, the haddock bycatch cap will increase to 801 metric
tons, compared to 512 metric tons in 2016.
Megan Ware, staff at ASMFC, presented an overview of menhaden regulations.
Amendment 3 to the Menhaden Fisheries Management Plan is based on single
species reference points, which means that the stock is managed based on fishing mortality and spawning stock health. The total allowable catch for menhaden is allocated among the states based on each state’s average landings from
2009 to 2011. Maine receives less than 1% of the total allowable catch; the bulk
goes to Virginia for fish oil and New Jersey for bait harvesters.
“One question about menhaden is whether the single species reference points
take into account the ecological role of menhaden,” Ware said. “The second
question is whether the allocation is fair and equitable.” These concerns
prompted the ASMFC Menhaden Board to review Amendment 3 to the menhaden plan. “The draft will have different reference points,” Ware continued,
“and a wider range of allocation methods.” Methods being looked at include a
coastwide quota, a regional quota, different state quotas, and quota based on
fleet capacity, among others. In addition, Amendment 3 may include changes
to the time period used to make menhaden allocations to the states. “It could
be 1985-1995, 1985-2016, or a weighted average based on 1985-1995 and 20122016,” Ware said. The Amendment is being drafted by ASFMC; public hearings
are expected to be held from August through October 2017, with a final action
in November.
Terry Stockwell, external affairs director at the Department of Marine
Resources and vice-chairman at NEFMC, reviewed the 2016 herring season.
“There were above-average landings at the beginning of the season which led
DMR to institute emergency measures on July 9 to slow down landings,” he said.
Those measures included a limit on how much herring could be landed and
when, plus restrictions on the use of carrier vessels. To prepare for next year, in
October 2016, ASFMC began development of an Addendum to its herring management plan which, Stockwell said, is very much like DMR’s 2016 emergency
rules. The public comment period for the draft Addendum began on February
8 and ends on April 7. The ASFMC’s Herring Section will review the public comments, select final management options and present those to ASFMC at its
May meeting.
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mercial fishing activities. The Amendment does this by identifying large areas of the Gulf (deeper than 300 meters), canyon areas along the edge of the
Continental Shelf, and several seamounts as protected zones. It also pinpoints
areas closer to shore — the two named previously as well as Jordan Basin and
Lindenkohl Knoll — as possible protected areas.
Gear restrictions would be put in place in these zones. According to Stockwell,
two approaches are being considered. The first would prohibit fixed and mobile
bottom-tending gears. The second would prohibit just mobile bottom gears.
Transiting across the zones is allowed. The object of both is to make sure that
no fishing gear is in contact with the seabed where there may be corals. NEFMC
is considering two possible exemptions to the first approach: to exempt the red
crab fishery and/or to exempt other trap fisheries.
“We [DMR] told the Council that we believe lobster and crab fisheries should be
exempted from these two coral protection areas,” Stockwell said. At its January
meeting, however, NEFMC decided it was too early in the process to make that
exemption. Council members asked for more information on the economic value of Outer Schoodic Ridge and Mt. Desert Rock areas and possible community
impacts of the proposed closures.
Stockwell was interrupted by Andy Mays, a lobsterman and scalloper from
Southwest Harbor. “We’re stuck again in a reactionary mode,” he said, venting
the frustration of many in the room. “What is the data that makes this necessary?”

Chart courtesy of DMR.

Stockwell explained that the Magnuson-Stevens Fisheries Conservation and
Management Act revision in 2006 gave the Council discretionary authority to
identify and implement measures to protect deep sea corals in New England.
Instead of incorporating coral protections in its Omnibus Essential Fisheries
Habitat Amendment, the Council decided to draw on that authority to create
an independent plan specifically for deep-sea corals. It did so quickly. “This
process is moving very fast,” Stockwell added.

Carla Guenther, from the Penobscot East Resource Center (now the Maine
Center for Coastal Fisheries) noted that the Mid-Atlantic Fisheries Management
Council had chosen to exempt lobster fishing from its deep-sea coral zones
primarily because the depths are so great that no one actually fishes there. In
the case of Maine, lobstermen are active in the areas and closures will have a
financial impact. “If they [the Council] have given us the opportunity to make
an economic argument against it, we should do it,” she said.

The DMR took three approaches to assessing the economic impact of the proposed closures: estimating total revenue by distance from shore; estimating
combined average values, days fished, number of boats in the area and percent of total income; and estimating percent of total area against total income.
“Part of the problem is that we assume equal productivity on every piece of
bottom [in a lobster zone] but it could be that these areas [the proposed closed
areas] are three times more productive than other parts of the zone,” Kathleen
Reardon, DMR biologist, said. Assuming that fifty boats draw approximately
50% of their income from lobstering within each of the two coral protection
areas, DMR came up with a $4 million value.

Stockwell emphasized that the Council’s clock on final approval was ticking. “In
March there will be public workshops in New Bedford and Portsmouth. Then
the Habitat Committee will meet in March and may select a preferred alternative. The Council meets in April when it may choose its preferred alternative.
Then there will be public hearings if they do choose,” he explained. The DMR
has scheduled meetings along the coast to get input from lobstermen in order
to speak with one voice to the Council. “DMR’s position is that there should be
a complete exemption for lobster gear,” Stockwell said.

Reardon explained that gathering relevant data on how those areas are used by
fishermen is critical. There is no data that directly reports landings or value for
the areas proposed for closure. The department drew on Maine dealer and harvester logbook data and the few Vessel Trip Reports available for those areas to
generate an estimate of the economic impact, but, said Reardon, “the data are
fuzzy. We need better data from you. We need to know where you fish.”
To complicate matters further, the Outer Schoodic Ridge coral protection area
is also an area that appears to have a high co-occurrence of right whales and
lobster traps, according to a computer model created in 2010.
Lobstermen in the audience peppered Reardon and Stockwell with questions.
David Cousens, president of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, called for
lobstermen to give DMR the data that it needs. “We need data from everyone
who fishes in that area. This is going to happen in May. Our position is that
we want an exemption. But that won’t happen without the economic data. We
don’t want to have a precedent of closing coral zones to lobster fishing!”
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NEED HEALTH CARE BUT DON’T HAVE INSURANCE?
By Alisha Keezer
If you don’t have a health insurance
plan there are still some options available to you for getting health care.
Maine’s community health centers
(better known as sliding-scale clinics)
deliver quality primary care regardless of your ability to pay. Payments are
based on your household income.
Maine Clinics also provide basic medical services. The clinics typically offer
services only to people with no health
insurance or those who are within certain income limits. They may be open
to walk-ins only at certain times of
Alisha Keezer is the MLA’s
the week. Based on your income, you
health insurance Navigator.
may receive free care or pay on a sliding scale, so that your fee for services is
based on your ability to pay. These fees are reduced for those who have lower
incomes with less money to spare for health services.

Many drug companies have discount programs that offer a discount on certain
drugs. Most programs require that you are without health insurance. For more
information about this go to www.needymeds.org.
Have you heard about $4 generics? An easy way to save on prescription costs is
by buying generic drugs. Generic medications are usually cheaper than brandname drugs and may make it easier to find discounts. Many large retail store
pharmacies have started providing generic medications for only $4, regardless
of your income and insurance status.
If you would like more help finding any of these clinics, applying for some of the
programs listed above, or finding cheaper prescriptions, call me at 207-967-455
or email me at alisha@mainelobstermen.org.

In addition, every hospital in Maine must offer hospital care regardless of ability to pay, typically called charity care. Each hospital has its own income guidelines. If you have hospital expenses, speak to the hospital billing office to learn
if you qualify for the program. Some hospitals have programs that cover a wide
range of services, including doctor’s visits and prescription drugs.
Prescription drug costs can be expensive but here in Maine there are programs
such as MaineCare, Med Access, and ME RX Plus which can help residents pay
for prescription drugs. The programs base their fees on household size, income,
and sometimes assets. For an application, contact your local Department of
Health and Human Services office or call 1-866-796-2463.
If you are not eligible for these programs there are other ways you can get help
paying for your prescriptions. In many cases when you talk to your doctor
about your situation, he or she may be able to provide you with free samples.
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The total value of Maine’s lobster fishery was the highest among the state’s commercial fisheries, at $533,094,366. Adding in dividends paid by 14 of Maine’s
19 lobster co-ops, the overall landed value of Maine’s lobster fishery reached
$547,249,010.

mand for Maine lobster,” he noted. “Where we see great potential is continuing
to drive demand at home, focusing efforts on key culinary markets that are still
unfamiliar with the product we harvest.”

Zone C posted the highest lobster landings with over 33 million pounds, followed by Zone A with over 28 million, Zone D with 24.5 million and Zone B
with more than 18 million pounds. Landings in the western zones showed
slight increases over previous years with Zone E landing 7 million pounds,
Zone F nearly 15 million and Zone G just under 5 million pounds.

The value of all Maine’s commercially harvested marine resources increased
by $100 million in 2016, to slightly more than $700 million. Lobster comprised
73.9% of that figure.

“The historic landings reflect the
hard work of our harvesters to build
and sustain this fishery,” said Maine
Department of Marine Resources
Commissioner Patrick Keliher. “The exceptional value is the result of growing
demand by consumers who appreciate
both the quality of Maine lobster and
the long-standing commitment to sustainable harvesting practices that characterize this fishery.”

Other species

Atlantic herring also jumped in value, in part due to demand for the bait fish
by lobstermen at a time when herring were in short supply last year.
Landings dipped by nearly 11% while
value increased by more than $5 million, hitting $19,019,337.
Maine’s softshell clam industry
dropped from second place in 2015
to third in 2016 with an overall value
of $15,656,386. The decline in overall
value reflected a 13.4% decline in per
pound value as well as a 20% decline
in pounds landed.

Demand for lobster is up
The strong price for Maine lobster reflects a continued increase in demand
for Maine lobster. In 2016, Maine lobster held steady on price despite an
increase in supply. There continues to
be an increase in demand from Asian
consumers. In 2010, Maine sold just $100,000 worth of live lobster to China. In
2016, that figure increased to more than $27.5 million. The jump in export value
in 2016 was dramatic — slightly more than $10.2 million of lobster was sold in
2015.
In addition, China lowered its tariff on seafood imports in January. The country’s tariff on lobster fell from 15% to 10%. “Any reductions in the cost of doing
business, like tariffs lowering, is always helpful,” Jeffrey Bennett, senior trade
specialist at the Maine International Trade Center, said in a recent interview
in the Portland Press Herald. “But probably more important is the market and
demand. It’s still a good market in China.”
But a growing appetite for Maine lobster in this country is also having a significant positive influence on the market, explained Matt Jacobson, executive
director of the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative. “China and other overseas markets are important, but they only make up a small portion of the de-

“One significant factor that contributed to the decline in softshell clam
landings was a closure of harvest areas between the Canadian border and
Mount Desert Island associated with
Amnesic Shellfish Poisoning (ASP)
late in the season,” said Kohl Kanwit
DMR Bureau of Public Health director.
Maine’s elvers once again commanded a top price during the brief spring fishery. Elvers were valued at $1,430 per pound. In 2016, elver fishermen caught
9,400 pounds of the 9,688 pound quota, for a total value of $13,446,828, an increase of more than $2 million from the previous year.
“While we can take this moment to celebrate the great value of Maine’s marine resources, we cannot lose sight of the signs of change,” said Commissioner
Keliher. “The agency and the industry must not only work to safeguard our
iconic lobster fishery but also work together on solutions that ensure the health
and resiliency of all Maine fisheries.”
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MAKING WAVES WITH LOBSTER CRACKERS
By Shelley Wigglesworth
Greg Havener is a fifth-generation lobsterman born and raised in Friendship.
He fishes on his 32-foot Holland boat, The Emily. “My father Wayne still lobsters
today at age 87. My grandfather Stillman, great-grandfather Chester and greatgreat-grandfather Lewis all lobstered. Our oldest son Andy is also a full-time
lobsterman and his three children all go lobstering in the summer,” he said.
Greg’s wife Pat grew up in Waldoboro with a lobstering connection of her own.
Her great-grandfather Sherman Jameson was a lobster buyer in Friendship who
bought local lobstermen’s catch from his lobster smack, the Foster D. Pat followed her interest in medicine and had a career as a registered nurse for forty
years. But then, in 2012, things changed. That year the price for lobster plunged
due to a surge in landings earlier in the season.
“During 2012, we participated in the Trade Adjustment Assistance program for
lobstermen and that encouraged us to think of other ways to market Maine lobster,” Havener recalled. That summer members of their family came to visit in
Friendship. “Their dogs were climbing on the picnic table trying to eat the lobster that we had served. That is where the idea for making dog treats flavored
with lobster came from, and Friendship Lobster Treats LLC [now Gourmet
Maine Lobster Crackers] was formed,” she said.
After experimenting in her home kitchen and coming up with a recipe that
worked and dogs loved, Pat began selling her dog treats at the Rockland farmer’s market. “The best thing I did was become a vendor at the farmers’ market.
I had the support of the other vendors and got to hear the feedback from customers.”
It was the customer feedback that prompted Havener to expand from her popular dog biscuits to lobster crackers for people. “In addition to customers asking for gluten-free dog treats and treats for smaller dogs, people would always
say ‘The dogs are lucky. I wish you made a treat with lobster for people.’ Greg
was the one who came up with the idea for crackers and encouraged me to create a recipe,” she said.
After much trial-and-error testing in the family kitchen, Havener came up with
a cracker that she and Greg both liked. Although she is reluctant to disclose too
many recipe details, she did share a few. “We start with the lobster Greg and
our family catches. The cooked lobster meat is then ground in a food processor
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Four generations of the Havener family on the dock in Friendship. Back, left
to right, Wayne, Greg, and Andy Havener. Front, left to right, Grace, Donnie
and Ruth, Andy Havener’s children. P. Havener photo.

and from there we make the dough. It is rolled thin, cut and baked. We make
it a point to use Maine-made butter, New England flour and Maine sea salt,”
Havener said.
Not long after its humble beginnings at the Rockland farmers’ market, in March
2015 the company entered the New England-Made Giftware and Specialty Food
Show with its Gourmet Maine Lobster Crackers. “At the show we won Best New
Product Specialty Food,” Havener said. “After that we were overwhelmed with
the response and orders. We had a plan to build another kitchen in our walkout basement for the business but of course it got delayed and so we scrambled
to fill as many orders as we could. The kitchen eventually was finished and the
business has been growing ever since.”
Today, Gourmet Maine Lobster Crackers now employs one person part-time
to keep up with orders, though they call on family members to help as needed
in the kitchen. It is word of mouth, literally, that Havener believes has made
the product so successful. “We have found that having customers sample the
product makes for good sales,” she said. “We go to events and shows where we
offer samples and sell the crackers. We continue to sell at the Rockland farmers’ market, in small stores and on-line through Etsy and Amazon.” Recently the
company began offering the crackers in bulk to caterers and local restaurants.
“Last summer The Pearl here in Rockland served our crackers as an appetizer
with Vinalhaven Smoked Lobster Dip. We continue to grow and we couldn’t be
happier about it,” Havener said.

Sales continue to grow for the Friendship company. Photo courtesy of Gourmet
Maine Lobster Crackers.
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BUT IT’S ONLY A LITTLE PUNCTURE WOUND!
by Ann Backus, MS
You might not think it’s a problem but puncture wounds in the marine environment can be life-threatening.
How do fishermen, especially those who are not hook fishermen, get puncture
wounds? I bet you know the answer already – from spines on rockfish, fish
scales, lobster claws, crab shells, and other marine life.
So you have a puncture wound from a rockfish. It’s a busy day on the boat.
There’s no time to stop to wash off the area or find a Band-aid. You just put on
your gloves and get back to work. Well, not so fast. If this puncture had been
caused by a nail in your workshop and you had received a tetanus shot in the
last ten years, I might say OK, back to work for now. But puncture wounds in a
wet environment are very different.
I was reminded of the seriousness of puncture wounds at the Maine Fishermen’s
Forum this year when two fishermen told me about wounds they had received
from rockfish spines. They described in detail how their hands and wrists
swelled up and then the infection spread up their arms. They wondered what
caused such a severe reaction.
Let’s try to sort this out. There are numerous bacteria that live happily in water,
whether fresh or salt. Some of these bacteria are versatile and can survive both
on and in marine creatures as well as in human tissues and blood.
How is this possible? On the one hand, ocean water has five times more chlorine and three times more sodium than blood. On the other hand, the pH (a
measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a substance) of the ocean and of blood
are somewhat similar, with the average pH of ocean water around 8.1 and the
pH of blood being 7.3. A pH of 7 is neutral, so both ocean water and blood are
slightly alkaline.
Most bacteria need oxygen to thrive but they get it in different ways. Some bacteria are facultative anaerobes, meaning that when oxygen is available they will
use it for their metabolism. If they are in an oxygen-poor environment, however, their metabolism switches to become anaerobic. This means they can live
in nearly any sort of water environment, whether on the surface of your skin, in
your soft tissues or in your blood.
Finally, in order to survive in our bodies bacteria need to tolerate our body temperature of 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit or 36.5 degrees Celsius.
One likely bacteria that could have infected the two fishermen is Aeromonas hy-

drophila (meaning “loves water”). The
environment under which A. hydrophila thrives is consistent with the conditions in the human body. A. hydrophila
can cause septicemia in humans, also
known as sepsis. This is a blood stream
infection which can spread quickly
throughout the body, infect organs and
result in septic shock — a sudden loss
of blood pressure.
Septicemia is very serious. The signs
are swelling near the puncture wound,
swelling that continues up the leg or
arm, and red stripes developing and
moving in the direction of the heart.
These symptoms must not be ignored.
They indicate a life-threatening condition, and getting medical attention is
imperative.

Ann Backus is an
instructor in Occupational
Safety and Director of
Outreach at the Harvard
School of Public Health.

A. hydrophila is known to be resistant to the antibiotic ampillicin, a form of
penicillin. The preferred antibiotics for treating this bacterium are cephalosporins and fluoroquinolones. The health provider, however, needs to make the
call as to which antibiotic to use.
What actions should a fisherman or anyone getting a puncture wound in a
marine or freshwater environment take? Immediately wash the wound thoroughly with soap and water. If an antibacterial soap is available, use that. Cover
the wound well and avoid further exposure to water as it may contain more
or different strains of bacteria. Most importantly, monitor the wound carefully
for swelling and seek medical attention if swelling occurs. The development
of swelling and of red stripes can happen quickly, so if you are on an extended
fishing trip, plans should be considered for medevac if swelling occurs. Lastly,
be sure to explain to the medical professional what you think caused the puncture; not all physicians are familiar with unusual bacteria such as A. hydrophila.
Of course, preventing a puncture wound is the best protection. Keep your heaviest gloves on when handling fish and other creatures you pull from your traps.
Take care out there!

Lobster research continued from page 10

is good for the period between 2005 and 2015. A forecast based on the same
methodology indicates that landings will decline in a smooth curve over time,”
he said. Even with the expansion of suitable habitat for young lobsters factored
in, Wahle said there still would be a gentle decline in future lobster landings.
Sally Sherman from DMR spoke briefly about the department’s spring and fall
trawl surveys, which proceed from the New Hampshire border to Eastport each
year. The surveys have been conducted since 2000. Four to six tows are made
each day at four different water depths. “All sizes of lobsters are up over time,”
she said. “Sub-legal lobsters are way up while legals remain steady.”
Reardon then spoke about the department’s sea sampling program. Sea samplers go out on commercial lobster boats throughout the year to record everything that comes up in each trap. From May to November there are 21 trips
each month. “The catch per trap of sub-legals began changing between 2006
and 2010. There was a big change in zones B, C and D between 2011 and 2015 —
sub-legals were way up,” she said. “2016 was similar to the previous five years.”
The department’s ventless trap survey began in 2006. Currently three ventless
traps are set in 276 sites along the coast during June, July and August. The
traps are used to assess the abundance of smaller-than-legal lobsters. “From
Schoodic Point to Cutler we saw the highest number of juveniles ever recorded,” Reardon said. “The numbers from Friendship to Schoodic were also up.”
Shell disease saw a mild uptick in 2016, though total numbers still remain at
about 0.5% of total lobsters sampled.

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.
At-sea sampling
takes place on commercial lobster boats
throughout the year,
however, most trips
take place between
May and November.
DMR photo.
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In the
NEWS
FEDERAL FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR SEAFOOD PROJECTS IN
PROVINCES
The Atlantic Fisheries Fund, created by the Canadian federal government in
2016, will have a $325-million budget, according to Fisheries Minister Dominic
LeBlanc. The Fund is designed to boost the region’s seafood industry. Seafood
industry representatives expressed excitement at the prospect of funds being
available to help sell more of their products. Geoff Irvine, executive director of
the Lobster Council of Canada, called it great news for his group. “From what
I’ve seen it covers all of the major challenges we have — innovation, [research
and development], marketing, marketability, all these types of issues,” he said.
The federal government has made clear that it won’t be setting stringent limits
on what is eligible for support, instead working with the provinces to see what
makes the most sense in each area.
FISHERMEN, LOBSTERMEN SUE TO REMOVE MARINE
NATIONAL MONUMENT
The Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association, Atlantic Offshore Lobstermen’s
Association, Long Island Commercial Fishing Association, Garden State
Seafood Association and Rhode Island Fishermen’s Alliance filed a lawsuit in
March to challenge the creation of a national monument off the coast of New
England. President Obama created the monument in September, 2016, using
his executive authority under the Antiquities Act. The Northeast Canyons and
Seamounts Marine National Monument is made up of nearly 5,000 square miles
of underwater canyons and mountains. The groups said creation of the monument was a “unilateral” action by Obama that is bringing economic distress
to fishermen and their families. Though the Antiquities Act allows presidents
to designate parcels of land controlled by the federal government as national
monuments, the plaintiffs say the high seas are not included.

CHINA’S APPETITE FOR U.S. LOBSTER CONTINUES TO GROW
China imported over $108 million in lobsters from the U.S. last year, overtaking
the previous record set in 2014 at $90.2 million. Chinese importers bought over
14 million pounds of American lobsters in 2016, which was also a record compared to 13.1 million purchased the previous year. China is not the only country
in Asia with an appetite for American lobster. Lobster imports to South Korea
grew from less than $5 million in 2010 to nearly $28 million last year, while
shipments to Vietnam increased from $142,940 to more than $31 million in the
same period. Lobster sales to China are not slowing down in 2017. More than
1.7 million pounds of lobsters worth $14 million were exported from the U.S. in
the first month of 2017.
NEW REPORT HIGHLIGHTS IMPORTANCE OF LOBSTER
The Island Institute recently published the first edition of Waypoints: Community
Indicators for Maine’s Coast and Islands. The report offers the public accurate
data about island communities in a simple, easy-to-use format. The report's
data reflect the crucial role the lobster fishery plays in Maine’s coastal economy. While lobster landings and value have increased over the past two decades,
those of other fisheries have decreased. The combined value of five of Maine’s
wild-caught fisheries in 1995 was $180 million. By 2015, it had increased to
$512 million, but $495 million of this revenue came from lobster.
THEY ALWAYS GET THEIR MAN (OR MEN)
Royal Canadian Mounted Police in New Brunswick charged four people in
March in connection with the theft of $1 million worth of frozen lobster last
year. The theft took place on July 1, Canada Day, 2016. Police say a transport
truck was stolen from Eco-Technologies Ltd in Caraquet, New Brunswick,
which was then used in the theft of a refrigerated unit of lobster from LeBreton
and Sons Fisheries Ltd. in Grand-Anse. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
believe the theft of the lobster to be connected to a larger crime ring that is
targeting cargo shipments in both Quebec and New Brunswick.

It’s not all work and no play at the Maine Fishermen’s Forum! M. Haskell photo.

A Note from the North
By Bernie Berry
President, Coldwater Lobster Association
Two recent announcements concerning the Atlantic Canadian fishery have invigorated the whole fishing sector. These initiatives, by the provincial and federal governments, focus on lobster marketing, sustainability and innovations.
First, the Nova Scotia government announced a branding program to promote
Nova Scotia seafood worldwide. Nova Scotia exported $1.8 billion CAD worth
of seafood in 2016. Prince Edward Island also has geared up a marketing and
promotional program for lobster that will expand this year.
On March 10, the Canadian federal government announced a $325 million
Atlantic Fisheries Fund to be shared by the Atlantic provinces and to be used
for marketing, sustainability, infrastructure and innovation.
From a harvester’s point of view, this is all good news. Of course, the devil is
in the details but it is a welcomed initiative from both levels of government,
recognizing the fishing industry as the major contributor to the economic viability of local fishing communities and to provincial and federal coffers.
We hope to work with provincial and federal officials to develop plans and proposals to build more capacity and profits for all in the industry while maintaining a sustainable lobster fishery.
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Don’t forget to check out our expanded calendar at www.mainelobstermen.org. You can
find more information, links, and photos. And let us know if you have upcoming events.
April 3
Hearing on draft amendment to ASMFC herring
plan, 6-8 p.m., Lincoln County Communications
Center, Wiscasset. FMI: 624-6553.

April 27
4th Annual Gulf of Maine Seafood Celebration,
5:30-7:30 p.m., Gulf of Maine Research Institute,
Portland. FMI: email rkatyl@gmri.org.

April 4
MLA Board meeting, noon, Darby’s restaurant,
Belfast. FMI: 967-4555. Note: this is a change
from the usual first Wed of the month.

Upcoming
May 3
MLA Board meeting, 5 p.m., Darby’s restaurant,
Belfast. FMI: 967-4555.

NEFMC Herring Advisors, 9 a.m., Newcastle,
NH. FMI: www.nefmasmfc.org.

May 8-11
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
meeting, Alexandria, VA.

April 5
NEFMC Herring Committee, 9a.m., Wentworth
by the Sea, Newcastle, NH. FMI: www.nefmc.org.
April 7
Marine Mammal Commission Annual Meeting,
Right Whale session, Sea Crest Resort, Falmouth,
ME. FMI: www.mmc.gov.
April 8
The Net Result: Our Evolving Fisheries history
conference, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., Hutchinson
Center, Belfast. FMI: https://penobscotmarinemuseum.org/events-list.
April 11-13
Northeast Shellfish Sanitation Association
Conference, Harraseeket Inn, Freeport. FMI:
http://www.maine.gov/dmr/shellfish-sanitation-management/nessa.html.
April 14
NEFMC Habitat Committee, 9a.m., Hilton
Garden Inn, Boston Logan Airport.
April 19-25
International Scallop Workshop, Holiday Inn
by the Bay, Portland. FMI: http://pectinidworkshop.com/about.html.
April 25-27
Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team,
Providence Biltmore Hotel, Providence, RI.
FMI: www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/
Protected/whaletrp/

Fresh Bait
from Nantucket Sound ﬁsh weir
You pick up, May, in Hyannis, MA.
$25/tote,
discount for large amounts.
Call: 508-237-5888, 508-542-2077
Email: nsﬂobster@gmail.com

May 11
“Patriot’s Day: How the Storm of the Decade
Changed Our Coast,” 7 p.m., Gulf of Maine
Research Institute, Portland.
May 20
Maine Maritime Museum Community Day, 8
a.m-3 p.m., free admission, Bath. FMI: www.
mainemaritimemuseum.org/events/community-day.
May 24
Shellfish Advisory Council meeting, 10 a.m.,
Ellsworth City Hall.
May 27-28
Alewife Fishladder Festival, Damariscotta Mills.
FMI: https://damariscottamills.org/events_calendar.html.
June 4-9
11th International Conference on Lobster
Biology and Management, Holiday Inn by the
Bay, Portland. FMI: http://www.11thicwl.com
June 7
MLA Board meeting, 5 p.m., Darby’s restaurant,
Belfast. FMI: 967-4555.
June 20-22
New England Fisheries Management Council
meeting, Portland, ME. FMI: http://www.nefmc.
org/calendar/june-2017-council-meeting.

What might Maine’s lobster fishery look like in the future?
By Melissa Waterman
Mackenzie Mazur grew up in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, within sight and sound of the ocean.
She was intrigued by the relation between
people and the sea and so, after high school in
Massachusetts, enrolled at the University of
Maine to study marine biology. Mazur, now 23, is
currently a doctoral student studying under Dr.
Yong Chen and Dr. Teresa Johnson. Her research
focus is the effects of changes in fishing behavior
and climate on the Maine lobster fishery.
“The lobster fishery is experiencing changing water temperatures, lower proportions of
V-notched female lobsters, and high fishing effort, yet it remains unclear how these changes
will affect the fishery,” Mazur said. To figure out
the answer to such a complex question she is
using a computer model developed by previous
Ph.D. student Jui-Han Chang to simulate the
lobster fishery which can incorporate variations
in fishing activity and lobster behavior.

“We don’t know what to expect in the future,”
Mazur explained. “This is an exploratory tool
to look at the dynamics of the industry.” In the
computer model, each individual lobster is given a certain probability of successfully passing
through each stage of its life history. The model incorporates data from the newest Atlantic
States Marine Fishery Commission’s lobster
stock assessment, released in 2016, to account
for environmental and commercial fishing processes, such as molting, bearing eggs, dying from
natural causes, being caught or V-notched, and
protected from harvest due to size.
“In the simulator, each process can be manipulated individually to see how one process can
affect the whole fishery,” Mazur said. While the
model does not include changes in water temperature, those changes are reflected in different life processes plugged into the computer
program, such as an increased rate of growth
to legal size due to warmer water. “I am also interviewing lobstermen to learn more about how
they have dealt with changes in the fishery over

the years,” Mazur added.
By tweaking different variables,
such as an increase in predation
or V-notching rates, Mazur hopes
to explore what Maine’s lobster
fishery may look like in the future. “I will simulate different
fishing effort levels and estimate
the profitability of those different
fishing effort levels as well,” she
explained. “My hope is that these
simulations can be used as a tool
for exploring the effects of potential social and ecological change
and to prepare for the future in
the fishery.”

Mackenzie Mazur
is a Ph.D student
at the University of
Maine.

Mazur plans to have preliminary
results of her research available to share with lobstermen
within the year and to complete her degree in two years.
“I’m very excited to see what the results might be,” she said.
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THE MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION AWARDS
AT THE FISHERMEN’S FORUM
Steve Train, a lobsterman from Long
Island in Casco Bay, received the Maine
Lobstermen’s
Association’s
Golden
V-Notch Award at the Maine Fishermen’s
Forum Saturday night banquet in March.
The Award recognizes the tireless effort
and leadership of a lobsterman to maintain a sustainable lobster resource and
fishery. (From left, David Cousens, MLA
board president; Steve Train; Patrice
McCarron, MLA executive director. M.
Haskell photo.)

Marine Patrol Officer Brandon Bezio
received the MLA’s 2017 Marine Patrol
Officer of the Year Award. Bezio serves in
the St. George-Warren Patrol. The award
is an annual recognition of Marine Patrol
Officers who provide outstanding service
in support of the Maine lobster industry.
M. Haskell photo.

The MLA presented a Lifetime Achievement Award
to Stonington lobsterman and MLA member Bob
Williams. Williams has served as a role model for
many younger lobstermen in the fishery over the
years, educating them through his dedication to the
sustainability of the lobster stocks and wellbeing of
the lobster industry. His son John (above left) continues that tradition as a member of the MLA board.
M. Haskell photo.
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